
Introducing

Handheld Ultrasonic Non-
Disruptive Room Integrity &
Leak Detection Technology 

Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520



Indoor Air Quality is achieved through HVAC to ensure that there are sufficient Oxygen levels by
providing adequate ventilation and air flow, and with air filtration to ensure that the incoming air is
pure, and free from contaminants. New building regulations require air tightness testing, air
leakage testing and air permeability testing, to ensure HVAC systems operate effectively and
efficiently, to reduce operational costs and CO2 emissions.

indoor air quality is a key safety issue
Sufficient air quality in homes, offices, hospitals, schools and factories can only be maintained if the
air intake and exhaust is controlled, within an airtight environment.
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PROBLEM

Existing tests for airtightness
are disruptive, costly, difficult
and only provide information
on the overall ‘leakiness’ of the
room or building. A separate
test is required to locate any
leaks and there is currently no
way to quantify these leaks. 

A further problem is the
inability to locate and quantify
the leak therefore results in
inaccurate remedial measures

existing methods
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SOLUTION

Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520
is another vital technology
developed in 2021 by Coltraco
Ultrasonics which
complements HVAC and air
filtration systems, measures
individual leak sizes and
leakage rates and use these to
approximate total air
permeability too. 

The current practice involves
measuring the air permeability of
the whole surface of the room and
assuming that the leakage rate
through a given section of it will
be equal to: size of section / size
of room surface x total room
leakage rate. 

This is not likely to be accurate
because certain areas will be more
prone to leakage     than others.

Our instrument solves this by
quantifying each individual  leak.



WHY airtightness is important & HOW TO TEST

This is because an air flow rate depends
only on the physical size of the leak, the
thickness of the structure through which
the leak occurs, and the relative
pressures on either side of the leak.

Therefore, a given size of leak would result
in air flowing at the same rate regardless of
the size of the room into/out of which the air
flows. 
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Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 can be used
to calculate the air flow rate through a leak.
On its own, however, air flow rate does not
provide sufficient information to quantify the
airtightness of a room.
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As such, regulations usually
reference air permeability or
air changes per hour, which
account for the size of the
room. 
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It is clear, that if a volume of 5m3 of air per
hour flowed through a leak into a
compartment of 5m³, this will have a much
more considerable effect than that same air
flow into a compartment of 1000m³.
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Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520, with some
additional data about the room, can quantify
leaks in terms of each of these metrics, as
well as providing the raw air flow and the
cross-sectional area of each leak
individually.



Safety and security are different aspects of building management, each vital to preserving
a building's integrity, whether the facility in question is a school, an office complex,
healthcare facility, or manufacturing plant. When all the inefficiencies have been checked,
occupiers need to have an assurance that they can go about their business in a safe and
secure environment.
 
Addressing the performance gap, comparing a buildings operational data against its
designed performance, will include an expansion into airtightness testing. Consumers have
become increasingly aware of this, and in many instances will insist upon receiving the data
to assess a buildings performance for themselves. 
 
Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 has been developed from an awareness of the possible
danger of airborne infection resulting from the pandemic and Coltraco Ultrasonics have
seized this opportunity to address the global issue of testing spaces for airtightness,
locating and quantifying air leaks, and possibly, influencing key national legislation, Part L.

Quickly locating air leaks in buildings
Without  establishing airtightness, HVAC systems cannot efficiently deliver thermal
comfort, nor can air filtration systems effectively deliver indoor air quality. Occupants
must have the assurance, that they are in safe and secure environments.



Non-disruptive
Compliance
Data-driven decisions

1.
2.
3.

6 reasons to buy Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520
For non-disruptive identification and quantification of leak sites to help in achieving adequate
airtightness for pressurised rooms, without needing the room to be pressurised beforehand
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4. Improve air quality
5. Record leaks
6. Reduce risk, increase safety



Provide evidence of your maintenance
programme – locate, quantify and
record leaks as well as photograph and
export a test report all in one hand-held
instrument

Improve efficiency and quality of airtight
room maintenance – locate leaks,
accurately predict the leak site size and
its significance, seal the leaks that matter
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Know where your leaks are and their
significance – avoid having to seal
every opening in the room which can be
time-consuming, disruptive and
cumbersome

Choose Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 to
know where leaks are and their significance
to take remedial measures quickly. 

Solution
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It provides knowledge of size of leak (cross-
sectional area) and air flow rate through it,
relating each leak to air permeability
requirements for compliance to industrial
standards.



ACCURATE
Determine air leakage rates
through walls, doors, seals.

RESULTS-BASED
Calculate number of leaks, leak
area, total air flow rate and air
permeability rate.

PRECISE
Find exact location of leaks, so
remedial measures can be taken.
This means one does not need to
undergo the “patch and hope”
procedure that is  currently used. 

FAST & EASY
Far quicker and easier than the
alternative.

BENEFITS
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Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 KEY Features
Portascanner® AIRTIGHT
520 gives the ability to
fully assess a room prior
to the   installation of FPE
(Fan Pressurisation
Equipment) meaning
considerable resources
may be saved by
significantly reducing the
risk of installing FPE in an
unsuitable room

DUAL FUNCTION 
Choose ‘quick test’ (for
quickly locating leaks and
creating a record of their
locations) or ‘full test’ (for
quantifying them).

POWER  SETTINGS 
Choose power settings
for the generator and
gain settings for the
receiver to allow
accurate testing
regardless of size &
shape of the room.

FILTER RECORDS 
by date or location.

RECORD DATA &
EXPORT VIA USB 
Easily transfer leak site
results and photos to
other systems via USB.

MAINTENANCE TOOL
Portable and easy to use
in a 7” hand-held tablet
format – can be used in-
house by personnel or
by third party
maintenance teams.

CAMERA 8 MEGAPIXELS
Capture images of the test
area to allow leak positions
to be recorded and
exported, all within the
same instrument and at
the touch of a finger.



The Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 is an ultrasonic leak detector that works alongside the Door Fan Test kit used for
Room Integrity Tests. Its purpose is to help locate exact leak sites and it is much more accurate and efficient compared to
existing methods such as a smoke pencil or an anemometer. There is no requirement to pressurise the room to carry out
a test with the Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520; all that is required is access to both sides of the structure to be tested, so
tests can be carried out prior to a Door Fan Test to increase the chance of passing the test. 

COMPATIBLE WITH DOOR FAN TESTING
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EARLY ANTICIPATION OF ISSUES:  Portascanner®
Airtight enables fire contractors to indicate location
and extent of leak sites prior to a scheduled DFT
session for remedial action to be taken to maximise
the “PASS” rate the test.

TIME EFFICIENCY: As ultrasound is quick
and easy to use, the use of a
Portascanner® Airtight alongside DFT
allows remedial work to be conducted
immediately.

EXACT & QUANTIFIABLE LEAK
LOCATION: Use of ultrasonic
technology can pinpoint the exact
location and extent of the leak sites
while the DFT is being carried out.

Where Door Fan Tests are mandatory (i.e. upon
initial installation of fire suppression systems),
the Portascanner® Airtight complements the
test perfectly and can be used both prior to the
test and during the test, providing:



The Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 can also be used in follow-up maintenance checks without the need for a
DFT at all. Many applications require annual maintenance, but the DFT is only a recommendation for these.
In this case, Portascanner® Airtight will provide:

ISO 14520 REGULATIONS, EN15004 & NFPA
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REGULATION COMPLIANCE: Once the room has passed the
DFT and is able to achieve the retention time required,
periodic room integrity tests can be conducted using an
ultrasound scanner to comply with enclosure integrity
maintenance as listed in the ISO 14520, EN15004 and NFPA.

NO DISRUPTION: As ultrasound
technology is non-invasive, the
occupants in the room can remain
continuing their daily tasks without
affecting the leak detection test results

ACCURATE RECORDS: The use of an 8-
megapixel camera allows users to take a
photograph of their structure and mark all
of the leak sites for future reference.

MORE ACCURATE SERVICE QUOTES: Benefiting fire
contractors and customers – as ultrasound is fast and
non-invasive, a quick ultrasonic leak survey can be
conducted on site to locate early leak sites. This
information can assist the fire contractor’s quoting
process and may act as preliminary evidence to justify
the quote proposed. Overall, this practice improves
the prospect of securing an initial DFT “PASS”



how to use in 5 steps
1. Position generator between 0.5 – 5m from the
structure to be measured. 
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2. Find leaks by moving the wand around the area
being tested. Look for spikes in the signal bar and
mark them on the photo.

Receiver & Sensor (left) Generator (right)



how to use (2)
3. Now, open the structure and measure the “Open
Air Value” (OAV) associated with each leak.
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4. Close the structure and measure the size of each
leak by pointing the wand at it and observe increase
in bar graph.

5. Once all leaks are measured, press ‘Save’. 
The measurement will be presented in a number of formats such as leak area, flow rate and total flow rate.



EXAMPLE TEST

Portascanner® AIRTIGHT
- Receiver & Sensor 

Portascanner® AIRTIGHT
 - Generator

This is what the tablet will look like once you have identified leaks in your door.
The circles highlighted the leak area.



DIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL Specifications
Main Unit:    Height: 225mm (8.86 inches)
Width: 135mm (5.31 inches) Depth: 35mm (1.38
inches)   Weight: 1051g (37.07 ounces)
Generator:   Height: 112mm (4.41 inches)
Width: 67mm (2.64 inches) Depth: 25mm (0.98
inches)   Weight: 137g (4.83 ounces)

GENERATOR Single transducer (40kHz). Variable power
settings. Mounting method – tripod (optional)

RECEIVER
WAND

Total Length: 230mm Rod Diameter: 25mm.
Extension parts available for longer length.
Connected by BNC connector to 1m length co-
ax cable

READINGS Visual via User Interface Display.
Metric or Imperial Units available.
Measures cross-sectional area of
leak sites. Audible via external
headphones

POWER
SUPPLY

Both generator and main unit are
LiPo battery operated. Rechargeable
via micro USB. No replacement
required. Battery life: 6+ hours
continuous use (TBC)

DISPLAY 7-inch capacitive touchscreen, LCD
back-lit, 1024x600 resolution display

OPERATING
TEMPERATURE

-20°C to +70°C (68°F to 158°F)

PACKAGE 
CONTENTS

1 Portascanner® COVID-19 Main Unit, 
1 Portascanner® COVID-19 Generator,  
1 Receiver Wand, 1 BNC Cable, 1 Headphones,
1 Hard Wearing Carrying Case, 1 Charger, 
1 USB stick,  1 Calibration Certificate,  
1 Generator tripod mount (optional)

RESOLUTION 0.5mm leak diameter

CAMERA 8 Megapixel camera on rear of
device



Portascanner® AIRTIGHT
is delivered in a package
with everything required
to carry out testing.

PACKAGE

1 Main Unit
1 Generator
1 Receiver Wand
1 BNC Cable
1 Headphones
1 Carrying Case
1 Charger
1 USB stick
1 Calibration certificate
1 Operating Instructions
1 Generator tripod mount
(optional)
3 year warranty on main
unit
1 year warranty on
sensor

LED DISPLAY – Indicates the
current power setting (as a
percentage of maximum
power) and remaining battery
of the device

ON/OFF BUTTON – Turns the
generator output off or on.
The Display will be blank if the
generator is turned OFF

OUTPUT POWER
CONTROL – Up arrow
increases output
power by 1%, down
arrow decreases
output power by 1%

MICRO-USB CHARGING PORT
– Used to charge the
rechargeable LiPo battery

40kHz Variable Power

Micro-USB Charging Port -
To charge the rechargeable
LiPo battery

USB Port - Used to export
test records onto external
USB storage device

Power Button - Controls
the power of the device.
Press to turn on, hold
down for 3s to turn off

BNC Connector - To
connect co-axial cable for
sensor wand

CAPACITIVE TOUCH DISPLAY
– Interaction with the UI for
completing tests and saving
results

(on rear) CAMERA MODULE –
Used for capturing images of
the structure being tested to
allow leak locations to be
recorded



Solve your air permeability now
For a range of buildings, compartments and structures. Get in touch:  +44 207 629 8475  
 sales@coltraco.co.uk   www.coltraco.com/PortascannerAIRTIGHT520/
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